
What’s New(ish)? 
NEW(ish) bingos, including any hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s), added to lexicon since 2014. Will update as needed. 7s then 8s 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

JANNEYS AEJNNSY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] 

JANNIED  ADEIJNN JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] / JANNY [v] 

JANNIES  AEIJNNS  JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] / JANNY [v] 

JEEZELY  EEEJLYZ jeezly (used as intensifier) [adj]  

JEHADIS  ADEHIJS JEHADIS -T, JEHADI, jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad) [n]  

JETPACK  ACEJKPT JETPACK -S, backpack with jets to transport wearer [n -S] 

JIBBAHS  ABBHIJS D- JIBBAHS, JIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

JIHADIS  ADHIIJS JIHADIS -T, JIHADI, Muslim who participates in jihad [n] 

JIMSONS  IJMNOSS JIMSON, tall poisonous weed [n]  

JOBBIES  BBEIJOS JOBBIE, example of its type [n] 

JOCKDOM  CDJKMOO JOCKDOM -S, world of athletes [n -S] 

JOCKIER  CEIJKOR JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj]  

JOCKISH  CHIJKOS characteristic of athlete [adj] 
JOCOSER  CEJOORS JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOGTROT  GJOORTT JOGTROT -S, to move at slow, regular pace [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

JOYPADS  ADJOPSY JOYPAD, device with buttons to control computer images [n] 

JUDDERY  DDEJRUY vibrating [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

JUDGIER DEGIJRU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] JUDGY [adj] 

JUMARED  ADEJMRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUMBIES  BEIJMSU  JUMBIE, spirit of dead person [n]  

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

JAMBEAUS  AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JANNEYED  ADEEJNNY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] 

JANNYING  AGIJNNNY JANNYING -S, action of one that jannies [n -S] / JANNY, to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] 

JEHADIST  ADEHIJST JEHADIST -S, jihadist (jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad)) [n -S]  
JEJUNUMS  EJJMNSUU JEJUNUM, part of small intestine [n] 

JETPACKS  ACEJKPST JETPACK, backpack with jets to transport wearer [n] 

JIHADIST  ADHIIJST JIHADIST -S, jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad) [n -S] 

JOCKDOMS  CDJKMOOS JOCKDOM, world of athletes [n] 

JOCKIEST  CEIJKOST JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj]  

JOCOSEST  CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCUNDER  CDEJNORU CONJURED, JOCUNDER, JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOGTROTS  GJOORSTT JOGTROT, to move at slow, regular pace [v] 

JOSHINGS  GHIJNOSS JOSHING, act of teasing (to make fun of) [n] 

JUDICARE  ACDEIJRU JUDICARE -S, legal aid whereby lawyers are paid by government for services to poor clients [n -S]  

JUMARING  AGIJMNRU  JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUMARRED  ADEJMRRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUMPROPE  EJMOPPRU JUMPROPE -S, rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S] 

JUMPSHOT  HJMOPSTU JUMPSHOT -S, type of shot in basketball [n -S] 

JUMPSIES  EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES] 

JUNGLIST  GIJLNSTU JUNGLIST -S, JUNGLIST, JUSTLING, performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 

JUNIORED  DEIJNORU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

JURASSIC  ACIJRSSU  of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 


